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Abstract 

The scope of this research paper is to describe the mathematical formulation and develop a 
holistic and consistent methodology for dynamic analysis of coupled high-speed train-railway 
bridges. In the frame of the methodology proposed herein, appropriate numerical (discretiza-
tion) schemes are introduced based on a suitable weak form relation dully tailored to the spe-
cific problem. In particular, the mathematical formulation is based on the description of the 
constrained problem using a set of pure ordinary differential equations, avoiding problems 
related to differential algebraic equations, which are extensively used in state of the art codes, 
despite the pertinent drawbacks regarding constraint violation, drifts, energy loss, stability and 
convergence. This mathematical formulation has been already applied to mechanical systems 
(vehicles, robots) rendering the application on a complex system rather appealing and innova-
tive. The feasibility of the application to complex systems is discussed providing the equa-
tions for the modelling of bilateral constraints and the detailed description of the numerical 
integration scheme. The solution strategy proposed and described herein is based on a co-
simulation approach, proposing a Gauss-Seidel communication pattern. The holistic method-
ology for analysis of coupled train-railway bridge systems for dynamic loading is outlined 
and the framework for reliability analysis of the system is set up and discussed.  

Keywords: Instructions, ECCOMAS Thematic Conference, Structural Dynamics, Earthquake 
Engineering, Proceedings. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The investment planning and decision-making for an upgrade and expansion of existing 
roadway and railway networks is based on detailed technical studies accounting for various 
social and economic parameters. The decision-making procedure includes assessment of criti-
cal infrastructure (e.g., bridges) and evaluation of development potentials. In this context, a 
robust and reliable analysis of the coupled train-railway-bridge system can provide a valuable 
tool for assessment of the existing network considering the effects of high-speed train and 
bridge interaction during dynamic (i.e., seismic) loading. 

The dynamic behavior of a train-bridge system is a coupled and complex model consisting 
of two main subsystems, the bridge and the train. In general, the train subsystem can be de-
scribed as a multibody assembly and the bridge subsystem can be modeled using classical 
structural finite element formulations. The subsystems interact through contact/impact forces, 
i.e., forces between the vehicle wheels and the rail on the bridge deck. Several researchers 
worldwide have worked on train-bridge interaction problems integrating the train, track and 
bridge as a single system [1,2]. Vehicle-rail-bridge (VRBI) models have been introduced for 
the analysis of dynamic interaction between moving trains and railway bridges, based on the 
dynamic integration methods [3,4,5,6]. Due to the nonlinear interaction of subsystems, it is 
widely accepted that the dynamic analysis of train-bridge system during earthquakes cannot 
be a simple combination of bridge seismic design and train-bridge interaction calculation. 
Therefore, several studies have investigated the response of coupled systems under dynamic 
(earthquake) loading [7] as well as the seismic performance for different levels of earthquake 
intensity (fragility analysis) [8]. 

Based on the above, the scope of this paper is to propose and describe a novel methodology 
for the modelling and analysis of coupled train-railway-bridge system, considering an appro-
priate numerical discretization scheme and a solution strategy based on a co-simulation ap-
proach. The proposed methodology is based on an effective mathematical framework for the 
analysis of the constrained dynamic system for arbitrary loading, using a set of pure second 
order ordinary differential equations (ODE) [9,10], to overcome the limitations induced by 
differential algebraic equations (DAE) related to constraint violation, energy loss, stability and 
convergence [11,12,13]. Efficient modeling of the vehicle multibody assembly and the inter-
action between the vehicle and track (contact/impact modeling) is described in detail along 
with the relevant equations for the modeling of bilateral and unilateral constraints [14,15]. The 
numerical analysis of the system is based on a multi-field weak formulation [10,16], whereas 
a co-simulation technique is proposed, dividing the problem in two subsystems that are solved 
in specific sequence, communicating via an iterative Gauss Seidel communication pattern. 
More specifically, each subsystem is solved for a selected communication interval, using dif-
ferent numerical solvers tailored to the characteristics of the subsystem considered. Based on 
the previously described co-simulation technique, the coupled train-railway-bridge system is 
jointly solved for dynamic loading in the time domain. The framework for reliability analysis 
of the system is additionally proposed, setting the basis for the definition of damage at a cou-
pled system level, by considering the limit states of critical components of the interacting sub-
systems. 

2 METHODOLOGY FOR DYNAMIC HIGH-SPEED TRAIN-TRACK-BRIDGE 
INTERACTION 

 
The framework of the methodology proposed for high-speed train-track-bridge interaction 

modeling is presented in Figure 1. All the critical subsystem components, namely the train, 
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track and bridge are accounted for, along with train-track (wheel-rail) and track bridge inter-
action. The solution strategy proposed herein is based on a co-simulation approach. The prob-
lem is naturally divided in two subsystems, namely the vehicle and the bridge-track. These 
subdomains are almost decoupled and possess different dynamical characteristics. The vehicle 
is solved by using a flexible multibody dynamics (MBD) methodology developed at the La-
boratory of Machine Dynamics (AUTh), whereas the bridge-track subdomain is solved via a 
general finite element methodology (FEM) with an open-source code (Opensees). Each sub-
system is solved for a specific communication time interval (Δt), with different solvers tai-
lored to the different characteristics of the subsystem. The interaction of the two subsystems is 
enforced in a weak form according to the general description of the problem. The solution fol-
lows a block type iterative Gauss-Seidel form, solving the vehicle subsystem at each iteration 
and, sequentially, the bridge-track subsystem (Figure 1). The vehicle-track interaction forces 
are computed using an appropriate wheel-rail contact formulation [1,2]. In order to perform 
dynamic analysis of the FE model the classical HHT numerical integrator with a fixed time 
step is used [17], whereas the integration procedure for the multibody vehicle model is based 
on a time integration algorithm developed by the Laboratory of Machine Dynamics (AUTh). 
 

 
Figure 1: Outline of the methodology for dynamic high-speed train-track-bridge interaction. 

Novel mathematical formulation techniques and numerical schemes are utilized, providing 
insight for efficient modeling of subsystems and their interaction. The highlights, main as-
pects and novelties are summarized below and discussed in detail in the following sections:  
 The proposed formulation handles both rigid and flexible multibody dynamics [18,19]. 

Therefore, nonlinearity in suspension vehicle springs is considered, rendering the inter-
action modeling more consistent and reliable. 

 The mathematical formulation for the description of bilateral constraints is based on the 
geometric properties of the configuration manifold, leading to a description of the prob-
lem by a set of pure ODEs, avoiding implications related to constraint violation and en-
ergy decay [9,10]. 

 The mathematical formulation for modeling of contact/impact phenomena is based on a 
solid theoretical foundation, using concepts of differential geometry and leading to the 
description of the problem by a set of pure ODEs, avoiding implications related to the 
classical non-smooth mechanics description [14,15]. 

 Appropriate numerical schemes are introduced, based on a consistent weak formulation, 
dully tailored to the specific problem. 

 The numerical solution of the system for dynamic loading is based on a co-simulation 
technique. The two subsystems are solved within the same communication time period 
using an iterative Gauss Seidel communication pattern. 
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3 HIGH-SPEED TRAIN-TRACK-BRIDGE INTERACTION MODELING 

3.1 High speed train model  

A typical railway vehicle consists of a car body, bogies, wheelsets and spring-damper primary 
and secondary suspensions (Figure 2). The car body is connected to the bogie frame through 
the secondary suspension system, whereas the bogie is connected to the wheelsets through the 
primary suspension system (Figure 2). 
 

 

Figure 2: Car body – bogie frame and bogie-wheelset connection 

In the frame of the methodology proposed herein, the vehicle submodel is developed based on 
multibody dynamics techniques [11,18,19]. In particular, the car bodies and bogie frames are 
assumed to be rigid or flexible 3D bodies (Figure 3), according to the analysis goals, while all 
wheelsets are modeled as rigid bodies. In case of flexible 3D bodies, a reduction methodology 
based on Craig-Bampton component mode synthesis is applied, in order to retain a reduced 
number of modes within the frequency range of interest. These modes describe the defor-
mation of the body and area superimposed to the large rigid body motion. In addition, the 
train is considered to move with constant speed along the track. 

 

 

Figure 3: Car body of a railway vehicle 

A major issue in the field of Multibody Dynamics is the consistent and efficient treatment of 
bilateral constraints. The method proposed in [9] provides a robust and appropriate way for 
the analysis of constrained dynamical systems in a more accurate and efficient manner, com-
pared to other techniques applied in the field of Analytical Dynamics and Multibody Dynam-
ics. Within the methodology developed, the Lagrange multipliers associated with the motion 
constraints are treated in a consistent dynamic manner, according to the form of the main 
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equations of motion. Therefore, the derivatives of the Lagrange multipliers appear naturally in 
the equations of motion, yielding a set of second order ODEs associated to bilateral con-
straints. The latter leads to a complete system of ODEs, overcoming the need for an arbitrary 
and externally imposed numerical stabilization [11,12,13]. Furthermore, all constraints are 
automatically introduced and appropriately scaled, unlike widely used formulations of DAE 
systems, which are based on adhoc procedures [13]. The basic advantage of the proposed 
methodology is the full exploration of the geometrical properties of the configuration mani-
folds based on some fundamental concepts of differential geometry. Furthermore, the effect of 
each constraint is examined independently from the others, leading to significant simplifica-
tions in the analysis. 

More specifically, the mechanical systems examined herein belong to a class of multibody 
systems subjected to a set of motion constraints. For simplicity, these constraints are assumed 
to be scleronomic and are put in the form 

0 ( , ) ( ) 0R R i
ia v q v A q v       ,    (1) 

where [ ]R
iA a  is a k n  matrix with known elements, iq  are the generalized coordinates and 

iv  are the components of the velocity vector. In case of a holonomic constraint, the corre-

sponding equation can be integrated and put in the simpler form ( ) 0R q  .  Then, the final set 

of ODEs assumes the following form 
( ( ) ) ( , ) ( , , ) ( )[( ) ]TM q q h q q f q q t A q M C K f            ,   (2) 

( ) 0R R R
R RR RR RRg m c k          οr   ( ) 0R R

R RR RRg m c     ,  (3) 

when holonomic coordinates are employed, where the elements R  of entity   are Lagrange 

multipliers. The term ( , )h q q  includes the classical quadratic velocity terms, associated to the 

affinities of the configuration manifold [9], while the elements of the diagonal matrices 

11( )kkM diag m m  ,   11( )kkC diag c c     and   11( )kkK diag k k   (4) 

and array f  are obtained from the properties of the configuration manifold and the direction 

of the constraints. The major difference of the proposed approach, compared to classical ap-
proaches available in literature, is related to the last term of Eq. (2), representing the con-
straint forces. Specifically, in all existing analytical formulations, the effect of the constraint is 

represented by the “static” term TA   solely. Furthermore, Eq. (2) represents a set of n  second 

order coupled strongly nonlinear ODEs in the n k  unknowns iq  and R . The cases involv-

ing quasi-coordinates are also covered by similar equations. Finally, the associated forces for 
each constraint are provided by the term 

[( ) ]T
cf A M C K f           (5) 

3.2 Track and bridge models and dynamic interaction 

There are two types of track structures laid on high-speed railway bridges: ballasted track and 
non-ballasted track, with the non-ballasted track structure being the most common case. For 
the non-ballasted slab track laid on bridges (Figure 4), each slab can be modeled as a rectangle 
plate supported by a viscoelastic foundation, as described in [6]. For the double-block non-
ballasted track, the track structure can be simply modeled as continuous rail beams discretely 
supported by fastenings. 
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The bridge structure is modeled using the finite element method. Detailed bridge modeling 
includes the bridge, piers, foundation and abutment using frame elements. Inelastic behavior 
of frame elements (piers) is considered, providing the relevant M-φ (moment-curvature) 
curves along with appropriate boundary conditions. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Rail track on bridge, non-ballasted track on bridges 

3.3 Wheel-rail dynamic interaction model: contact / impact modeling 

Due to the specific form of the complete system, two almost decoupled subdomains in the 
configuration manifold are obtained, namely the vehicle and bridge-track subdomain. The 
coupling arises from the contact/impact events between wheels and track (Figure 5).  
 

 
 

Figure 5: Interaction between the vehicle and the track 
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The description of a dynamical system with unilateral constraints (impact/contact) is based 
on the methodology developed in [14,15], relying on the theory of manifolds with boundaries. 
In order to describe the system at the boundary location (impact/contact), a boundary layer is 
introduced with appropriate properties that describe the interaction (Figure 6). In brief, the 
normal vector to boundary CX of the configuration manifold, is related to the boundary defin-
ing function   and induced within the original configuration manifold M  by the action of all 
the bilateral constraints [15]. Specifically, the motion during the contact phase was found to 
be governed by a set of three ODEs, in case of  a single event with friction, when expressed in 
a special coordinate system in the close vicinity of the configuration boundary, having one 
axis normal to the boundary and the remaining axes tangent to the boundary. The inertia of the 
figurative particle representing the motion of the system was found to increase rapidly as it 
approaches the boundary along this axis. At the same time, a strong repulsive force arises 
pushing this particle away from the boundary. In addition, friction was found to activate ac-
tion along two special tangential directions only, determined by a mapping with the physical 
space [15]. In this case the computation of friction forces is based on a Polach nonlinear 
creep-force model in order to consider the creep effect [2]. Normal and tangential forces are 
generated for each contact pair (wheel-rail). Finally, the equations of motion in the original 
coordinate system were simply obtained by a proper projection of these three ODEs. It is im-
portant to emphasize that the three directions for each event have nonzero projection on each 
subdomain, that leads to its coupling. The equations of motion along the three directions relat-
ed to the impact/contact event, assume the following form 
 

 1 * * 1 2 3
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 31

1 ˆ ˆˆ ˆ 0,        p p v f f F F F
x

      

 * * 2 3
2 2 2 2 2 2 3

ˆ ˆ0,     p f f F F   (6) 
* * 2 3

3 3 3 3 2 3 3
ˆ ˆ0,     p f f F F       

.  

  
1

1 1 11 1
1 1 1 2
ˆ ˆ( , ) [ ] ( ; , )

( )
 

 k c x
f x x s x a b

x x
    (7) 

where ˆ ip  are the components of the momentum, 1x  is the distance along the normal to the 
boundary, 1 1,k c are constants related to the behavior inside the boundary layer and should be 
computed by experiments and 1ˆ( ; , )s x a b  is a cut off function that eliminates the effect of re-
pulsive function outside of the boundary layer. It should be emphasized that the new system 
of equations of motion Eq. (6) constitute a set of ODEs even during the contact phase, avoid-
ing singular behavior related to the numerical solution of systems of DAEs. Also, there is no 
need for employing restitution coefficients since the whole trajectory is known during the con-
tact phase. However, the most important difference is that the present formulation leads to 
elimination of the discontinuity in the velocities during the whole contact phase. This is ob-
tained due to a fast increase in the value of the metric and the affinity component along the 
direction normal to the boundary of the configuration space, which slows down the figurative 
particle inside the boundary layer in a fast fashion. At the same time, the forces developed are 
large but have a bounded magnitude, since the figurative particle never reaches the boundary 
[14,15]. In fact, a strong repulsive force is applied on this particle pushing it away from the 
boundary. 
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Figure 6: a) Original configuration manifold and constrained manifold, for a system subject to a unilateral con-
straint. (b) Magnification around a boundary point. 

Another crucial task for the numerical solution of the system is the contact detection algo-
rithm. In this case, a general methodology for bodies with arbitrary geometrical shapes is 
adopted as described in [20]. A broad detection phase is initially considered, being typically 
more computationally efficient and indicating pairs of objects that may intersect. This in-
volves either the bounding volume approach or the more elaborate approach of an AABB tree 
in the case of arbitrary tessellated surfaces. Subsequently, a narrow phase detection is applied, 
wherein the individual pairs identified at the previous step are checked in a more precise and 
detailed manner. The general case is tested utilizing the Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi's algorithm, 
based on support functions and iteratively updating a simplex inside the Minkowski difference 
(see [20] for a more detailed presentation). As soon as contact is detected, the penetration 
depth and contact normal are determined by utilizing the expanding polytope algorithm in 
conjunction with a clipping algorithm. 

4 NUMERICAL DISCRETIZATION SCHEME  

4.1 Numerical integration scheme 

The numerical integration scheme is based on a weak formulation of constrained dynam-
ical systems, which is described in detail in [10,16]. This formulation is based on the set of 
equations of motion described in §3 and are represented by a coupled system of second order 
ODEs in both the generalized coordinates and the Lagrange multipliers associated to the mo-
tion constraints. Moreover, the generalized displacement, velocity and momentum type quan-
tities are assumed to be independent, forming a three-field set of equations. In particular, the 
weak generalized velocities and the strong time derivatives of the generalized coordinates are 
related through a new set of Lagrange multipliers, which were shown to represent momentum 
type variables. The weak formulation developed can be used as a basis for producing suitable 
time integration schemes for the class of systems examined. 

As noted earlier, the two subdomains considered are coupled through contact/impact events. 
For each event a set of three equations is obtained, providing nonzero projection to each sub-

domain. This contribution is expressed in a weak form in Eq. (8) where  i iw q  denotes the 

variation of the coordinates. 
2

1

1 * 1 * 2 * 2
1 1 1 2 2 3 31

1 ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ[( ) ( ) ( ) ] 0.         
t

t
p p v f w p f w p f w dt

x
   (8) 
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 Since the variations iw  are arbitrary, they cover the span of the two subdomains. Applying 

an iterative Gauss-Seidel like approach, the vehicle subdomain is first solved for the commu-
nication interval, assuming a known solution for the bridge-truck subdomain. In this case iw   
cover only the vehicle subdomain and provide the effect of the interface forces on the vehicle 
subdomain. Subsequently, the bridge-truck subdomain is solved by considering the solution 
obtained from the previous step. In this case, iw  cover only the bridge-truck subdomain. This 
process is repeated until convergence. The vehicle subdomain is solved using a flexible multi-
body dynamics method developed at the Laboratory of Machine Dynamics (AUTh), whereas 
the bridge-track subdomain is solved via Opensees, a general FEM open-source code. 

5 FRAMEWORK FOR RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF RAILWAY BRIDGES  

The holistic methodology proposed for dynamic analysis of the coupled train-railway- 
bridge system is a valuable tool for the assessment of the interacting system’s vulnerability 
and the evaluation of the seismic performance. In the frame of a decision-making procedure 
for the maintenance and/or upgrade of the existing railway network, reliability analysis of 
railway bridges should be performed, providing the probability of damage for different levels 
of earthquake intensity. Details regarding the critical parameters and issues within fragility 
analysis of bridges can be found elsewhere [21,22]. The available methodologies for fragility 
analysis of bridges have recently been extended to railway bridges [8,23]. However, the most 
critical issue, namely the consistent definition of damage states considering derailment and 
overturning, has not been resolved yet. Based on the above, an appropriate framework for re-
liability analysis of railway bridges, considering the coupled train-railway-bridge system, is 
presented below: 

 Qualitative and quantitative definition of limit (damage) states for all critical components 
of subsystems, considering both the railway serviceability and the structural damage of 
the bridge components. Limit state thresholds considering the interacting subsystems are 
additionally defined, related to derailment and overturning. 

 Definition of limit states additionally related to soil deformation and permanent dis-
placements, which are crucial for the system’s reliability. 

 Earthquake selection for fragility analysis of railway bridges, including analysis for verti-
cal excitation. 

 Development of fragility curves defining the probability of damage for different levels of 
earthquake intensity at component and system level. 

It should be mentioned that reliability analysis of the interacting subsystems is a computation-
ally demanding procedure since a uniform platform for the simultaneous step-by-step solution 
of the subsystems should be developed. Suitable software for the implementation is currently 
under development. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions of the present study are summarized below: 
 The proposed methodology introduces an effective mathematical framework for the anal-

ysis of the constrained dynamical system examined, using a set of pure second order 
ODEs. 

 Efficient modeling of the vehicle multibody assembly and the interaction between the 
vehicle and track (contact/impact modeling) is possible, providing the required equations 
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for the modeling of bilateral constraints. It is stressed that the constraint effect are not 
represented by a “static” term solely. 

 Analysis of the system using a co-simulation technique, dividing the problem in two sub-
systems that are solved separately, communicating via an iterative Gauss Seidel pattern. 
Each subsystem is analyzed using a tailored numerical integration schemes, according to 
the specific properties of the corresponding subsystem. 

  Based on the adopted co-simulation technique, the coupled train-railway-bridge system 
is jointly solved for dynamic (earthquake) loading in the time domain. 

 In the frame of reliability analysis of the system, a holistic definition of global damage 
will be performed, accounting for the limit states of critical components of the interacting 
subsystems. 
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